Multi-spacecraft observations of broadband waves near the lower hybrid frequency at the Earthward edge of the magnetopause
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Abstract. Broadband waves around the lower hybrid frequency (around 10 Hz) near the magnetopause are studied, using the four Cluster satellites. These waves are common at the Earthward edge of the boundary layer, consistent with earlier observations, and can have amplitudes at least up to 5 mV/m. These waves are similar on all four Cluster satellites, i.e., they are likely to be distributed over large areas of the boundary. The strongest electric fields occur during a few seconds, i.e., over distances of a few hundred km in the frame of the moving magnetopause, a scale length comparable to the ion gyroradius. The strongest magnetic oscillations in the same frequency range are typically found in the boundary layer, and across the magnetopause. During an event studied in detail, the magnetopause velocity is consistent with a large-scale depression wave, i.e., an inward bulge of magnetosheath plasma, moving tailward along the nominal magnetopause boundary. Preliminary investigations indicate that a rather flat front side of the large-scale wave is associated with a rather static small-scale electric field, while a more turbulent backside of the large-scale wave is associated with small-scale time varying electric field wave packets.
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1 Introduction

The magnetopause is a complex boundary between the Earth’s magnetosphere and the shocked solar wind. The solar wind-magnetosphere interaction never ceases, and in a global perspective, particles, energy and momentum are essentially constantly transferred across the magnetopause to the magnetoshere. Waves at frequencies from well below the proton gyrofrequency (of the order of 1 Hz) up to higher frequencies may be important for particle diffusion across the magnetopause, and for the onset of reconnection. We present here observations of electric and magnetic field variations up to 10 Hz and higher in the spacecraft frame of reference, obtained by the four Cluster satellites during multiple crossings of the duskside magnetopause. Our investigation includes data from the first double probe electric field experiment that at high sampling rates, 25 samples/s or higher, routinely provides observations from the outer boundaries of the magnetosphere.

The large-scale shape and location of the magnetopause have been mapped by earlier spacecraft, and this boundary is structured on many length scales (Russell, 1995; Fairfield, 1995). In addition, waves covering a broad frequency range are usually present near the magnetopause, as observed by several single spacecraft (Holzer et al., 1966; Gurnett et al., 1979; Bleck et al., 1988; Labelle and Treumann, 1988; Tsurutani et al., 1989; Thorne and Tsurutani, 1990; Anderson, 1995; Lucek et al., 2001) and there are also occasional observations obtained simultaneously by two satellites (Rezeau et al., 1993). The importance of these waves for diffusion and for the onset of reconnection is discussed in reviews by Labelle and Treumann (1988), Sibeck et al. (1999) and Rezeau and Belmont (2001).

In the following, we present observations from the four Cluster satellites of electric and magnetic fields and waves, and plasma density from an orbit where the spacecraft experienced multiple crossings of the duskside magnetopause. We investigate the details of the electric field at the boundary...
of a large-scale magnetopause wave, a tailward moving inward bulge of magnetosheath plasma. Preliminary results indicate that on the front side of the large-scale wave, the electric fields are rather static in the magnetopause frame, while the electric fields on the more turbulent “backside” of the large-scale wave consist of time varying electric field wave packets.

2 Cluster instruments

Cluster is a unique four-satellite mission designed to investigate the Earth’s magnetosphere and its boundaries in detail (Escoubet et al., 1997). In this study, we use data from the Electric Field and Wave (EFW) instrument with two pairs of probes on wire booms in the spin plane of each satellite. Each pair has a probe-to-probe separation of 88 m (Gustafsson et al., 1997, 2001). For the event presented here, a sampling rate of 25 samples/s with an anti-aliasing filter at 10 Hz was used for the electric field. In addition, the potential of the probes with respect to the spacecraft was sampled at 5 samples/s, and this measurement can be used to estimate the plasma density (Pedersen, 2001). We also use data from the STAFF search coil magnetometers (Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 1997) and the FGM fluxgate magnetometers (Balogh et al., 1997).

3 Observations

On 31 December 2000, the Cluster satellites crossed the high-latitude duskward magnetopause several times. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the probe-to-spacecraft potential \( v_{ps} \) (EFW on satellite 4) obtained by taking the average of the difference between the probe and the satellite potential for all four probes. This difference is often referred to as the negative of the spacecraft potential. The potential \( v_{ps} \) is positively correlated with the density, i.e. a high \( v_{ps} \) corresponds to a high density. During the 7 hours displayed in the figure, the satellites moved from \((3, 11, 9) \) \( R_e \) in GSE coordinates to \((6, 15, 7) \) \( R_e \) with spacecraft separations of typically a few hundred kilometres to a thousand kilometres. In Fig. 1, a \( v_{ps} \) of –20, –10 and –5 V corresponds to about 0.8, 2 and 20 particles \( \text{cm}^{-3} \). The middle panel of Fig. 1 shows the magnitude of the magnetic field observed by FGM, while the bottom panel shows the elevation angle of the magnetic field in GSE coordinates (so that \( 90^\circ \) corresponds to a strictly northward field).

Fig. 1. Observations by Cluster satellite 4 on 31 December 2000. The upper panel shows the potential \( v_{ps} \). This parameter is positively correlated with the density, i.e. a high \( v_{ps} \) corresponds to a high density. A \( v_{ps} \) of –20, –10 and –5 V corresponds to about 0.8, 2 and 20 particles \( \text{cm}^{-3} \). The middle panel displays the magnetic field from FGM, and the bottom panel shows the elevation angle of this field in GSE coordinates (so that \( 90^\circ \) corresponds to a strictly northward field).
magnetic oscillations at a few Hz are nearly anti-correlated; the former is confined to density gradients at well in the low density magnetosphere, and the latter is primarily occurring in the boundary layer and the magnetosheath with higher densities.

Figure 3 displays the latter part of the event in Fig. 2 in higher time resolution. It is again clear that the strongest electric field emissions are detected near density gradients, and also that such waves may occur elsewhere in the low density magnetosphere. (As in Fig. 3, some signals in the magnetosheath up to about 3 Hz are due to artificial non-linear coupling.) Note that satellite 2 moved into a boundary layer around 10:17:35 UT, a few seconds before the other spacecraft, and that the broadband emission shown in panel (c) accordingly occurs a few seconds before the emissions on the other spacecraft. Panels (h) and (i) of Fig. 3 show the magnitude of the magnetic field and the elevation angle on satellite 4 (from FGM). The decrease (increase) in the elevation angle near 10:18:00 UT (10:20:30 UT) is consistent with the spacecraft crossing the magnetopause and entering (leaving) the magnetosheath. Note that the sharp increase (decrease) in $v_{ps}$ occurs a few seconds before (after) the sudden change in the elevation angle of the magnetic field. Starting at the magnetospheric side, these data are consistent with first, a density increase when moving into a boundary layer, and then a change in the magnetic field direction, which is consistent with a current sheet when moving into the magnetosheath. (The decrease in $v_{ps}$ to $-24$ V just after 10:17:30 UT may be due to not only low density but also to low electron temperature.) Panel (h) shows magnetic fluctuations consistent with the low frequency part of panel (g). Considering the waves at frequencies up to 10 Hz, at least during this event, the strongest broadband wave electric fields tend occur at the Earthward edge of the boundary layer, while the strongest

---

**Fig. 2.** Cluster observations from 31 December 2000. Panel (a) shows the potential $v_{ps}$ from EFW (satellites 1–4 correspond to black, red, green and blue, respectively). A $v_{ps}$ of $-20, -10$ and $-5$ V corresponds to about 0.8, 2 and 20 particles cm$^{-3}$. Panels (b–e) display EFW $E_y$ electric field up to 10 Hz. (The signal from around the satellite spin frequency (0.25 Hz) to 1 Hz is primarily artificial, see text). Panels (f) and (g) show satellite 4 STAFF electric fields (10–50 Hz) and the total magnetic (up to 10 Hz) fields, respectively. Note the broadband electric emissions at the potential gradients, and the magnetic emissions in regions of high $v_{ps}$.

**Fig. 3.** Cluster observations from 31 December 2000. This display corresponds to the latter part of Fig. 2, and the upper seven panels are similar to that figure. (Note the data gap during the first minute in panel (d). Panels (h) and (i) show the magnitude of the magnetic field from FGM on satellite 4, and the elevation angle of this field (so that $90^\circ$ corresponds to a strictly northward field), respectively.
magnetic oscillations appear in the boundary layer and also across the magnetopause into the magnetosheath.

The magnetopause and the associated electric and magnetic oscillations are moving across the Cluster satellites. The velocity of the magnetopause can be estimated by various methods. One method is to consider one specific value of \( v_{ps} \) and note the times when each of the four spacecraft reaches that level (Fig. 4a).

With this information and the knowledge of the spacecraft positions, the velocity of the density structure can be calculated. This is done under two assumptions: that the magnetopause locally is flat, and that the velocity is constant and normal to the magnetopause. Another way is similar to the method used by Bale et al. (2001). By computing cross-correlations of the derivatives of the time-series of \( v_{ps} \), it is possible to find the time delay between the different spacecraft passing the structure (Fig. 4b). Using the same assumptions as above, the velocity can be calculated. By using the derivative in the cross-correlation rather than \( v_{ps} \), the transition into the structure is emphasized. Having estimated the magnetopause velocity, the potential \( v_{ps} \) for different spacecraft can now be shifted in time and we find that they overlap (Fig. 4c). A certain time interval in the satellite frame now corresponds to a certain length interval in the magnetopause frame. The methods described above give similar velocities, around \( v_n \) = (−100, −10, −55) km/s. The speed is about 110 km/s, with a variation between estimates of less than 10 km/s, and the variation in direction of less than 15°. Here we note that preliminary analysis of the FGM magnetometer data, including minimum variance analysis, is in reasonable agreement with these observations. Future studies should include more minimum variance analysis of electric and magnetic fields to estimate the normal of the magnetopause at each satellite, and to test the assumption of a flat magnetopause. Figure 5 shows a sketch of the location of the satellites, and the magnetopause and its velocity.

Some details of the moving magnetopause and boundary layer are considered in Fig. 6a. A time series of the \( E_y \) electric field component from satellite 2, near the boundary crossing leaving the magnetosphere around 10:17:30 UT, is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6a. (Compensation for slight differences between probes have been used in this figure. In addition, some effects of the wake caused by the satellite body in the magnetosheath has been removed by filtering.) The electric field has one single major negative peak at 10:17:35 UT. This peak occurs just before the increase in \( v_{ps} \). This single peak gives a significant contribution to the broadband spectrum in panel (c) of Fig. 3. Other electric field oscillations are concentrated in the region of lowest \( v_{ps} \), from 10:17:20 UT to 10:17:35 UT. As mentioned before, this low \( v_{ps} \) may be due not only to low density, but also to low electron temperature. The lower panel of Fig. 6a shows the electric field in the frequency domain, using a wavelet transform. This display gives a high time resolution at higher frequencies, and clearly shows the broadband character of the single electric field peak in frequency space, and also the location of the electric field emissions to the region of low \( v_{ps} \).

A time series of \( E_y \) from satellite 2, near the boundary crossing entering the magnetosphere around 10:21:00 UT, is displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 6b. The electric field is found in small regions, each including a few oscillations at a few Hz. The oscillations occur just after the sharp decrease...
in \( v_{ps} \). The lower panel of Fig. 6b shows this electric field in the frequency domain. Similar to the example above, the strongest electric fields are found just after the decrease in \( v_{ps} \). In contrast to the example above, here we find a few small “wavepackets”, each containing a few oscillations at a few Hz.

An important point is how much of the observed electric field variations are true time variations in the reference frame of the magnetopause, and how much is due to a Doppler shift in the satellite frame caused by the motion of the magnetopause. To investigate this, it is useful to plot the electric field time series from each satellite in a common reference frame, using the magnetopause velocity estimated above. In Fig. 7a, the \( E_y \) component from all four satellites near the outbound crossing at around 10:18 UT is plotted as a function of time. The red line corresponding to satellite 2 is the same electric field as in Fig. 6a. The first major negative peak of the electric field is indicated for each spacecraft. As for satellite 2, each indicated peak occurs near (within about a second) the start of the sharp rise in \( v_{ps} \). In Fig. 7b, the same time series are shifted using the magnetopause velocity observed on each satellite (see Fig. 4). Here, the indicated peaks nearly overlap, occurring within less than one second. In addition, at times before 10:17:38 UT and after 10:17:42 UT in Fig. 7b, the fluctuations are rather small.

An electric field with a component of a few mV/m in the negative \( y \) direction exists on all four spacecraft. The time series from the different satellites are far from identical, and it may be argued that other peaks should also be indicated as major disturbances. However, we emphasize that we use one parameter, \( v_{ps} \), obtained on all four satellites to estimate the magnetopause velocity. This velocity is then used to study another parameter, the electric field, and to discover that similar structures overlap when plotted in the moving magnetopause frame.

Our interpretation is that the electric field structures observed during the outbound crossing are rather static in the magnetopause frame, and move across the satellites with a velocity of about 100 km/s. The time scale of the structure is a few times 0.1 s in the satellite frame, corresponding to a length scale in the direction normal to the magnetopause of a few times 10 kilometers (as observed by single satellites). The structures are reasonably static during at least a few seconds (as observed by satellites crossing the magnetopause at different times). Along the magnetopause, the length scale is at least a few hundred kilometers (the separation between satellites).

In Fig. 8a, \( v_{ps} \) for the inbound magnetopause crossing near 10:21 UT is shown for all four satellites. In Fig. 8b,
these time series have been shifted, using an estimated magnetopause velocity of (10, 43, 27) km/s in GSE coordinates. This corresponds to a speed of about 50 km/s. Compared to the outbound crossing, it is here less clear how to estimate the magnetopause speed. The blue line corresponding to satellite 4 indicates either a more structured magnetopause, or fast time variations. Using the estimated magnetopause velocity above, the $E_y$ components have been shifted in time and plotted in Fig. 8c. The red line corresponding to satellite 2 is the same electric field as in Fig. 6b. As for satellite 2, most enhancements of the electric field occur within about 10 seconds after the sharp decrease in $v_{ps}$. Satellites 1 and 2 show a couple of wavepackets with a few oscillations at a few Hz each. Satellites 3 and 4 show no clear wave packets, but changes in the electric field up to a few mV/m can be found. No clear correlation between different satellites can be found.

Our interpretation is that the electric field structures observed during the outbound crossing are primarily due to time variations in the magnetopause frame. If static structures are present, their length scale along the magnetopause must be less than a few hundred kilometers (the satellite separation). Alternatively, they must last less than a few seconds (since they are not observed by satellites crossing the magnetopause at different times) and we would not call them “static”. The time varying structures have a duration of a few seconds in the satellite frame, corresponding to a few hundred kilometers in the direction normal to the magnetopause.
(as observed by single satellites). The structures must last less than a few seconds (since they are not observed by satellites crossing the magnetopause at different times) or have a scale length along the magnetopause of less than a few hundred kilometers (the separation between satellites). Our discussion above only gives the limits for possible time and spatial variations. We interpret the structures as primarily time variations, since these limits exclude many reasonable essentially spatial variations, including very low frequency Alfvén waves with long wavelengths.

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show that the strongest electric fields occur on time scales of about a second, corresponding to a length scale of about one hundred kilometers in the frame of the moving magnetopause. This scale is comparable to an ion gyroradius. (A proton gyrofrequency of 0.3 Hz and a proton temperature of 100 eV or 1 keV correspond to gyroradii of about 100 or 300 km, respectively).

It is interesting to put the details of the two magnetopause crossings discussed above into a larger perspective. The velocity of the magnetopause during the outbound crossing leaving the magnetosphere was (–100, –10, –55) km/s in GSE coordinates and for the inbound crossing, (10, 43, 27) km/s. Since the satellites were positioned near the nominal duskside magnetopause, the magnetopause velocities are consistent with a depression wave, i.e. an inward bulge of magnetosheath plasma, moving past along the nominal magnetopause boundary. In this interpretation, the outbound crossing with static electric field structures corresponds to a large-scale wave reaching the spacecraft, while the inbound crossing with time varying electric field wave packets corresponds to a more turbulent “backside” of the large-scale wave.

The differences between the front side and the backside of large-scale magnetopause waves are known from other studies, (e.g. Rezeu and Russell, 1992; Bale et al., 2001). Preliminary investigations of other Cluster boundary crossings during the time period in Fig. 1 show both electric field single peaks and wave packets. The strongest electric fields are typically around 5 mV/m. These strong fields are found either just before the increase in \( v_{ps} \), or just after the decrease in \( v_{ps} \), as in Fig. 6, or a few seconds (typically a few hundred km) into the magnetosphere, or they are co-located with the strongest gradient of \( v_{ps} \). It might be that a rather flat front side of a large-scale wave is usually associated with a more static small-scale electric field, while a more turbulent backside of the large-scale wave is associated with small-scale time varying electric field packets. A statistical study is needed to confirm any differences in the fine structure of the electric field observed at the front and backsides of large-scale magnetopause waves.

Preliminary investigations of the detailed STAFF magnetometer data show that the electric field structures in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are accompanied by similar magnetic variations, either single peaks or wave packets. Before very detailed comparisons of the electric and magnetic fields are performed, it is useful to consider the average properties of the different fields.

One way to investigate the field oscillations is to study the ratio of the electric \( E \) and magnetic \( B \) power spectra. This ratio will of course vary near boundaries such as those in Fig. 3 since either \( E \) or \( B \) or both simultaneously, are large. Electric field power spectra from the boundary where satellite 4 is leaving the magnetosphere near 10:17:30 UT, are shown in Fig. 9a. The first (blue) spectrum corresponds to the region with the strongest electric fields, while the next (green) spectrum is from the region with somewhat weaker electric but stronger magnetic fields. The ratio \( E/B \) is much smaller in the second case, as shown in Fig. 9b. Note that these figures give an average description of the boundary region, and do not indicate phenomena such as small-scale bursts of the electric field. Although the ratio \( E/B \) changes by about a factor of 10, the electric and magnetic perturbations could be due to same phenomenon if the change in the ratio is due to a change in background plasma parameters. Although the major field perturbations may be rather static in the magnetopause frame, in a preliminary investigation, it is still meaningful to investigate these fields in terms of the Alfvén velocity. We note that the quasi-static magnetic field magnitude is nearly constant, while the density changes by about a factor of 25 (0.8 to 20 cm\(^{-3}\)) during the boundary crossing near 10:17:30 UT, corresponding to a change in the Alfvén velocity by a factor of 5. The ratio \( E/B \) changes by a factor of about 10 during this crossing. In order for a comparison of \( E/B \) at frequencies much higher than the proton gyrofrequency (about 0.3 Hz) with the Alfvén velocity to be meaningful, some model must be used. A possible interpretation of broadband spectra in terms of Doppler shifted low frequency Alfvén waves is discussed by Stasiewicz et al. (2001), for other interpretations and discussions, see (Wählund et al., 1998; Stasiewicz et al., 2000; Lund, 2001; Stasiewicz and Khotyaintsev, 2001). Electric field power spectra when satellite 4 is entering the magnetosphere near 10:21:00 UT are shown in Fig. 9c, together with the corresponding \( E/B \) ratios in Fig. 9d. During this boundary crossing, the electric field is strong on the magnetospheric side of the boundary (blue line), but also during the decrease in \( v_{ps} \) (green line) when the magnetic oscillations are also strong. As for the previous crossing, these figures give an average description of the boundary region. While Fig. 6 shows that phenomena occurring during a few seconds may dominate the electric field near the magnetopause, Fig. 9 shows that even when averaging over several seconds, great care must be used when selecting regions for detailed studies and that varying background plasma parameters must be considered.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Broadband (in the satellite frame) electric field oscillations are common near the crossings of the boundary layer and the magnetopause, which is consistent with earlier observations, and these oscillations can have amplitudes at least up to 5 mV/m. During a crossing, these waves are similar on all four Cluster satellites, i.e. they are likely to be distributed
over large areas of the boundary. We have studied waves up to 10 Hz, corresponding to the approximate value of the local lower hybrid frequency. These oscillations typically occur near the Earthward edge of the boundary layer. Magnetic oscillations in the same frequency range are typically found in the boundary layer and across the magnetopause. The strongest electric fields occur during a few seconds, i.e., over distances of more than a few hundred km in the frame of the moving magnetopause, a scale length comparable to the ion gyroradius. Preliminary results indicate that on the front side of a large-scale magnetopause wave, the electric fields are rather static in the magnetopause frame, while the electric fields on the more turbulent “backside” of the large-scale wave consist of time varying electric field wave packets.

When investigating average wave properties over larger distances, corresponding to several seconds, great care must be taken since these properties may vary considerably near a boundary. It should be further investigated if changes in the average wave properties, such as the $E/B$ ratio, can be explained by varying background plasma parameters, together with some appropriate model.

Waves at the magnetopause can be important for transport across this boundary. To investigate the importance of the observed field oscillations, it is necessary to reveal their nature. Several possibilities should still be considered. Waves and nearly static structures can be generated by currents, density
gradients, shear in the plasma flow, and possibly by other gradients. Waves may also propagate from other regions and accumulate at the magnetopause. In addition, very low frequency waves and static structures in the moving magnetopause frame of reference may occur at higher frequencies in the satellite frame. Although the electric wave fields are closely associated with the steep slope of $v_{ps}$, i.e. with a large relative change in density, generation by nearby currents and a changing $E/B$ ratio due to changing background parameters should still be considered. Currents at the magnetopause could, at least in principle, drive the lower hybrid wave generation by density gradients, shear in the plasma flow, and possibly by other gradients. Waves may also propagate from other regions and accumulate at the magnetopause. One type of generation mechanism causing broadband waves at frequencies of the order of the ion gyrofrequency depends on shear due to inhomogeneous plasma flow, either caused by changes in the flow parallel to the ambient magnetic field (Gavrishchaka et al., 1999) or by inhomogeneous perpendicular flows (Amatucci, 1999; Koeke et al., 1999; Peñano and Ganguli, 2000). Recent investigations of Freja data show that such perpendicular shear may well contribute to the generation of waves at altitudes around 2000 km in the auroral region (Hamrin et al., 2001).

The EFW high resolution electric field observations on Cluster can be used to study the details of the electric field and wave structures near the magnetopause. In this article, we have used the probe-to-spacecraft potential $v_{ps}$ obtained on all four Cluster satellites to find density gradients, and to estimate the velocity of the magnetopause. This velocity is then used to study the electric field in the magnetopause frame. The magnetopause velocity during an event studied in detail is consistent with a depression wave, i.e. an inward bulge of the magnetosheath plasma, moving tailward along the nominal magnetopause boundary. Preliminary investigations indicate that a rather flat front side of the large-scale wave is associated with a rather static small-scale electric field, while a more turbulent backside of the large-scale wave is associated with small-scale time varying electric field wave packets. A statistical study is needed to confirm any consistent differences in the fine structure of the electric field observed at the front and backsides of large-scale magnetopause waves.
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